Goodworth AD, Mellodge P, Peterka RJ. Stance width changes how sensory feedback is used for multisegmental balance control.
HUMANS COMMONLY ADJUST THEIR stance width as environmental contexts change. Changes in preferred stance width are associated with changes in neurological impairment (Horak et al. 2005) , age (McIlroy and Maki 1997; Swanenburg et al. 2010) , and reoccurrence of falls (Swanenburg et al. 2010) . However, the influence of stance width on sensory feedback control is still poorly understood. Therefore, the current study characterizes how changing stance width influences the way humans use sensory feedback information for upper body (UB) and lower body (LB) balance control.
Neural control of bipedal stance varies across stance width (Bingham et al. 2011) because stance width has a major impact on frontal plane biomechanics. Wider stances permit larger excursions of the body's center of mass (CoM) before reaching the limits of the base of support. Also, changing stance width impacts the physics governing LB motion. For example, a unit of LB torque applied about a hip joint is more effective in accelerating the LB in wide vs. narrow stance (Bingham et al. 2011; Goodworth and Peterka 2012; Scrivens et al. 2008) , and interaction torques from the UB and surface are stance width dependent (Goodworth and Peterka 2012) . In addition, the influence of LB sway and surface tilt on the pelvis orientation angle varies in magnitude and direction as stance width changes (Day et al. 1993; Goodworth and Peterka 2012) . Finally, because changing stance width alters the stretch of muscles and tendons that span hip joints (Day et al. 1993; Scrivens et al. 2008) , feedback from proprioception and intrinsic stiffness/damping (due to nonlinear springlike muscle/ tendon properties and the influence of tonic muscle activation) may also vary with stance width.
The biomechanical changes described above are likely linked to changes in sway and muscle activity observed in previous studies. Previous studies have shown that increasing stance width is associated with lower spontaneous sway (Day et al. 1993; Goodworth and Peterka 2010) , lower muscle activations following a surface translation (Henry et al. 1998; Torres-Oviedo and Ting 2010) , lower responses to artificial vestibular stimulation (Day et al. 1997) , lower movement responses to centripetal accelerations (Goodworth et al. 2013) , and responses that vary in direct proportion to perturbation amplitude (Goodworth and Peterka 2010) . However, because changes in neural control are likely to occur concurrently with stance width-related changes in biomechanics, it is challenging to tease apart the individual contributions of neural mechanisms and biomechanics on the basis of experimental observations alone.
To overcome this obstacle, modeling approaches have been developed to account for experimental data from healthy subjects responding to a sudden surface translation that evoked frontal plane sway (Bingham et al. 2011; Scrivens et al. 2008) . It was found that a single set of neural feedback control parameters could not accurately describe sway behavior across all stance widths, and thus neural control must vary across stance width. Moreover, wider stances placed greater constraints on the range of feedback control parameters compatible with stability (i.e., stability based on control systems concepts whereby a system returns to a steady-state condition following an impulse perturbation) (Bingham et al. 2011) . Model results also indicated that the effectiveness of hip torque in accelerating the LB increased with stance width, and thus less corrective torque generation in proportion to body sway was required to control balance at wider stance widths (Bingham et al. 2011) . However, this model was limited in that frontal plane biomechanics were represented as a single-degree-of-freedom mechanical system that assumed that the pelvis and UB moved as a single segment whose orientation relative to the LB was entirely determined by LB geometry. Additionally, this model did not attempt to ascribe the source of orientation information used for feedback control to any particular sensory system. Finally, nearly all previous stance width studies have tested participants on a stationary or translating (as opposed to tilting) surface. In these experimental conditions, all sources of sensory feedback provide congruent orientation information, making it difficult, if not impossible, to tease apart how the contributions of individual sensory systems change across stance width. Thus it is unknown how neural feedback control varies across stance width when a feedback control scheme is required to explain experimentally observed motion of both the UB and LB and, additionally, how sensory feedback from vestibular, visual, and proprioception systems varies across stance width and stimulus amplitude. Dissecting individual sensory system contributions is important because balance is often compromised due to neurological disorders that degrade one system to a greater extent than others.
To address the topic of how sensory feedback contributes to balance control in a multisegment body, a frontal plane modeling study was recently performed (Goodworth and Peterka 2012) . The model included separate UB and LB segments with feedback control originating from both non-time-delayed passive feedback sources and time-delayed sensory feedback from visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive sources. The model accounted for experimental data from healthy subjects standing in a narrow stance configuration and responding to continuous surface tilts at different stimulus amplitudes. The model indicated that LB passive feedback was negligible compared with LB active feedback. LB active control was similar to previous single-degree-of-freedom frontal plane studies (Cenciarini and Peterka 2006; Oie et al. 2002) . Also, changes in sensory contributions across stimulus amplitude and between eyes open and eyes closed were attributed to a sensory reweighting mechanism.
Sensory reweighting occurs when reliance on one sensory system increases while, at the same time, reliance of another sensory system decreases (Allison et el. 2006; Ernst and Banks 2002; Peterka 2002) . Failure to properly make use of sensory reweighting can lead to impaired balance and falls (Nashner et al. 1982; Peterka 2002) . A model-based interpretation of LB experimental results by Goodworth and Peterka (2012) showed that, with increasing stimulus amplitude, subjects decreased their reliance on proprioception, encoding body motion relative to the surface, and increased reliance on vestibular and visual information, encoding motion relative to earth vertical and a stationary visual scene, respectively. In contrast, subjects did not vary their use of sensory feedback in the UB control system nearly as much as in the LB system. Sensory reweighting was identified when there was a monotonic increase in one sensory feedback parameter that was accompanied by a decrease in a different sensory parameter as stimulus amplitude changed or between eyes open and closed. Thus, to determine whether the sensory reweighting mechanism was influenced by stance width, it was necessary to characterize system changes across different surface tilt amplitudes and between eyes open and closed. Modeling is necessary to distinguish stimulus-response changes due to sensory reweighting vs. stimulus-response changes due to increases (or decreases) in overall stiffness. Overall stiffness can change if the contribution from one sensory system changes without reciprocal changes in other systems. Modeling can also help distinguish between torque generated from active mechanisms (i.e., time-delayed feedback of sensory origin) or passive mechanisms (i.e., non-time-delayed feedback from intrinsic mechanical properties), thus lending insight into previous speculations that passive LB stiffness increases with stance width (Day et al. 1993; Scrivens et al. 2008) .
Therefore, the current study aims to answer previously unanswered questions: Do sensory contributions to UB and LB control vary across stance width? Does amplitude-dependent sensory reweighting contribute to UB and LB control, and, if so, does it change across all stance widths? Do passive UB and LB contributions change with increasing stance width?
The proposed model in the current study is an extension of existing frontal plane models (Bingham et al. 2011; Cenciarini and Peterka 2006; Goodworth and Peterka 2012; Oie et al. 2002; Scrivens et al. 2008) . The model includes stance widthdependent biomechanics (i.e., interaction torques, LB and UB inertia, gravity-related parameters, and pelvis tilt biomechanics) along with passive and active feedback control mechanisms. The inclusion of passive mechanisms helps us to understand whether changing stance width alters the contribution of intrinsic biomechanical stiffness/damping to balance. The inclusion of active mechanisms enables us to quantify changes in feedback from different sensory systems across stance width and to characterize the presence (or absence) of sensory reweighting at each stance width.
METHODS

Experiment Description
Previously acquired experimental data (Goodworth and Peterka 2010) were used in the current study. All subjects gave their informed consent before being tested with a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board at Oregon Health & Science University. Data are from the seven subjects who exhibited similar control strategies across all test conditions. Average (ϮSD) body parameters were as follows: mass, 70.2 Ϯ 7.1 kg; height, 172.3 Ϯ 6.3 cm; L4/L5 spinal joint height above surface, 106 Ϯ 4.1 cm; UB CoM height above L4/L5, 17.6 Ϯ 2.6 cm; greater trochanter height above surface, 89.5 Ϯ 5.3 cm; hip joint center height above surface, 91.2 Ϯ 5.6 cm, and distance between hip joint centers, 17.5 Ϯ 1.1 cm.
In each subject, body sway was evoked in the frontal plane through continuous tilts of the surface on which subjects stood. Subjects responded naturally, listening to a short story with headphones, and maintained straight knees. Subjects stood with either eyes open (EO) or eyes closed (EC) at one of four different stance widths. The four stance widths included an intermalleolar distance of 5 cm (narrow stance), 12 cm (parallel stance), 21.5 cm (medium stance), and 32 cm (wide stance). During EO tests, subjects viewed a stationary, complex checkerboard pattern lining a 1.4-m-diameter half-cylinder-shaped screen (Peterka 2002) . The surface tilt axis was horizontal and perpendicular to the subject's frontal plane at ankle height centered between the subject's feet. The surface tilt velocity input was based on a pseudorandom ternary sequence (Davies 1970 ) with a 43.72-s cycle duration that was repeated at least 6 times during each test. The power spectrum of surface tilt velocity had approximately equal amplitude spectral components ranging from 0.023 Hz to about 16.7 Hz, which allowed characterization of the balance control system across a wide bandwidth. The surface tilt waveform was scaled to provide peak-topeak position amplitudes of 1°, 2°, or 4°.
The LB and UB sway angles with respect to earth vertical were measured and used to calculate frequency-response functions (FRFs). Twenty-four FRFs were calculated for each subject from EO and EC tests performed at the three stimulus amplitudes and four stance widths. Across-subject mean FRFs were also calculated for each amplitude and stance width in the EO and EC conditions. Our LB and UB FRFs provided a nonparametric frequency-domain representation of the relation of the sway responses to the surface-tilt stimulus (Bendat and Piersol 2000) . The LB and UB FRFs are expressed as a set of gain and phase values that vary with frequency. Each gain value indicates the ratio of the amplitude of LB or UB sway to the surface tilt amplitude at a particular stimulus frequency, and each phase value (expressed in degrees) indicates the relative timing of the LB or UB sway with respect to the surface tilt at a particular frequency. LB FRF phases were "unwrapped" using the Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) unwrap function, but UB phases were not unwrapped because some EO UB phase data did not unambiguously exhibit continuously increasing phase lag with increasing frequency (Fig. 1 vs. Fig. 2 ).
Each individual FRF calculation included the averaging of a larger number of adjacent FRF values at higher frequencies than at lower frequencies. This averaging method produced statistical confidence bounds on gain and phase data that were similar across the full range of frequencies even though the signal-to-noise ratio of sway response data, particularly for LB sway, tended to diminish with increasing frequency (as indicated by lower coherence function values at higher frequencies; see Fig. 6 in Goodworth and Peterka 2010) . The similar magnitude of confidence bounds across frequency ensured that the full range of FRF data could be used for estimating model parameters based on wide bandwidth FRF data.
Model Description
The development, rationale, and assumptions behind the current model were described in detail in Goodworth and Peterka (2012) , and additional information is given in the Appendix. Briefly, frontal plane body mechanics were modeled as a two-segment, inverted-pendulum structure (i.e., LB and UB segments) with an additional representation of how pelvis orientation angle ( P ) changed as a function of surface tilt and LB sway angles (see Fig. 1 in Goodworth and Peterka 2012) . Representation of the LB as a single segment is possible because the LB, consisting of two legs and a pelvis, is a closed-chain mechanical system with only one degree of freedom in the frontal plane (when knees are straight). For each stance width, equations of motion were linearized about an upright position. Parameters in the LB equation of motion varied with stance width, whereas parameters in the UB equation were essentially constant across stance width.
The input stimulus to the model was the surface tilt angle ( S ), and model output responses were UB sway ( U ) and LB sway ( L ) angles with respect to vertical. LB and UB control were not independent of each other because of interaction torques and because sensory-derived inputs to LB and UB control mechanisms were shown to be influenced by motions of both body segments and by the surface rotation.
UB sway and LB sway was a function of torque generated about the UB and LB joints in response to the surface-tilt stimulus. UB torque (T U ) was the summation of all UB torques generated and applied about a joint between the pelvis and the UB. LB torque (T L ) was the summation of all LB torques generated and was applied about a single equivalent LB ankle joint. The two-segment mechanical model coefficients were scaled so that T L applied about this equivalent LB ankle joint produced the same motion as if T L was distributed equally among all four LB joints (i.e., ¼ of T L applied to each of the 2 ankle joints and 2 hip joints).
The corrective torques T L and T U necessary for stability were assumed to be provided by feedback mechanisms. Feedback consisted of active (i.e., muscle activation based on sensory signals encoding kinematics or kinetics of body motion) and passive control mechanisms (i.e., forces arising from intrinsic biomechanical properties of muscle/tendon systems). Most active control mechanisms were assumed to arise from feedback of sensory-derived internal estimates of body segment position and velocity, similar to previous balance models (e.g., Bingham et al. 2011; Cenciarini and Peterka 2006; Kuo 1995; Mergner 2010 shown subjects perceive and combine body motion and orientation signals even where there is no direct peripheral sensor (e.g., Mergner et al. 1997) and by neurophysiological experiments that suggest the central nervous system has access to processed peripheral sensory signals such as the motion and orientation of the head (Angelaki et al. 1999; Merfeld and Zupan 2003; Mergner et al. 2009 ) and limbs (Bosco and Poppele 1993; Bosco et al. 2000; Casabona et al. 2004) . Table 1 defines the various sensory signals assumed to participate in LB and UB control. The active mechanisms generate torque by muscle contractions evoked in relation to signals from sensory systems that encode body kinematics (angles and angular velocities) and muscle force. LB and UB active mechanisms included time delays ( L and U , respectively) that represent neural transmission, central processing, and muscle activation delays. Most active mechanisms include stiffness and damping parameters that determine the corrective torque generated in relation to sensory signals encoding various kinematic motion variables (i.e., the value of stiffness and damping parameters determine how much corrective torque is generated in proportion to angular position and angular velocity variables, respectively).
Our convention for labeling model parameters representing kinematic feedback is to use K to represent stiffness parameters and B to represent damping parameters. Each K and B includes a subscript L or U to indicate whether the feedback contributes to torque applied to the LB and UB, respectively. The subscript is further extended by using lowercase letters to indicate the source of the sensory signal. For example, K Lsl is an LB stiffness parameter (torque generated in proportion to angular position) associated with a proprioceptive signal encoding the angle S Ϫ L . The active control mechanisms also include kinetic feedback components that generate corrective torque in relation to sensory signals that encode T L and T U , and are configured as positive feedback control loops (Peterka 2003) . These sensory-derived torque signals, assumed to be low-pass filtered [first-order low-pass filter Laplace equations are G Lt /( Lt s ϩ1) for the LB and G Ut /( Ut s ϩ1) for the UB], provide feedback control that moves the body segments toward an earth-vertical orientation. Kinetic feedback is assumed to have a similar propagation and processing neural delay as kinematic feedback.
Our convention for parameter symbols that represent passive stiffness (K) and damping (B) mechanisms includes the subscript L or U for LB or UB contributions, respectively, and the subscript i for "intrinsic." The passive mechanism in the LB generates torque with no time delay in proportion to S Ϫ L (proportionality factor defined by the stiffness parameter K Li ) and in proportion to the derivative of S Ϫ L (proportionality factor defined by the damping parameter B Li ). This mechanism represents the intrinsic stiffness and damping from muscles, tendons, joints, and ligaments in the LB that tend to orient the LB perpendicular to the surface. In the UB, the passive mechanism generates torque with no time delay in proportion to P Ϫ U (stiffness parameter K Ui ) and in proportion to the derivative of P Ϫ U (damping parameter B Ui ) and tends to orient the UB perpendicular to the pelvis.
Because the values of model control parameters determine the magnitude of corrective torque generated per unit of LB or UB sway, parameter values were used to infer the relative contribution of one source of feedback compared with another and how sensory contributions vary as a function of stimulus amplitude and stance width.
Estimation of Model Parameters
Model parameters associated with the mechanical model (inertiaand gravity-related proportionality factors on L , U , and S ) were determined for each subject on the basis of anthropomorphic measurements and then averaged across subjects. Remaining model parameters representing control mechanisms were estimated from curve fits to the experimental UB and LB FRFs (from both average and individual subject FRFs) by using a constrained nonlinear optimization routine, "fmincon" (Matlab Optimization Toolbox; The MathWorks), that minimized a cost function equal to the sum of the mean squared errors (MSEs) from LB and UB FRFs of the normalized difference between model-predicted FRFs and experimental FRFs (Peterka 2002) at frequencies between 0.023 and 5.9 Hz. After control parameters were obtained, the model was used to predict impulse response functions (IRFs) that were used for comparison with experimental IRFs (Goodworth and Peterka 2010) and aided in verifying the FRF fit results. Model stability was confirmed in each test condition by using Matlab Simulink (The MathWorks) to predict the 25-s time course of LB and UB sway evoked by a 1°surface tilt with a peak velocity of ϳ35°/s. The metric for stability was that both UB and LB sway velocity decayed to zero.
Using these optimization methods, we were able to obtain stable models from fits to the across-subject average FRF data from all EC and EO tests and to individual subject FRFs from all EC tests. We were not able to obtain stable models from fits to all individual subjects' EO FRFs, particularly in the medium and wide stance conditions. Therefore, we only report EO results based on fits to across-subject mean FRFs, whereas we report EC results from fits to both individual and mean FRFs. Sensory signals are assumed to accurately encode physical variables. These sensory signals represent the output of central nervous system processing of information conveyed by primary sensory afferents (Angelaki et al. 1999; Casabona et al. 2004; Mergner et al. 1991 Mergner et al. , 1997 . For kinematic feedback from sensory systems encoding joint motion, K is the proportionality constant between joint angle and corrective torque generation (a "stiffness" parameter) and B is the proportionality constant between joint angular velocity and corrective torque generation (a "damping" parameter). For kinetic feedback from sensory systems encoding torques, G is the proportionality constant between torques applied to joints of the body (T L or T U ) and corrective torque generation, with the additional assumption that this corrective torque is low-pass filtered (filter time constants Lt and Ut ). EC, eyes closed; EO, eyes open; L , lower body (LB) sway angle; U , upper body (UB) sway angle; S , surface tilt angle; P , pelvis orientation angle.
Selection of Model Parameters
To determine the specific feedback parameters to include in the model, we began with a previously developed model that described LB and UB dynamics in a narrow stance condition (Goodworth and Peterka 2012) . This previous narrow stance model included the control parameters in Table 1 with the exception of K Llu , K Ulu , B Upu , G Ut , and Ut . We found, however, that as stance width increased, this previous model became progressively less able to account for FRF data, and the parameters identified by the optimized model fits to experimental FRFs in wider stance conditions often resulted in an unstable system. Therefore, starting with the parameters included in the previous narrow stance model, we systematically added feedback control parameters that were previously excluded from the narrow stance model until the new model was able to describe the detailed FRF data across all stimulus amplitudes and stance widths. We added parameters using a systematic approach that was identical to the procedure described in Goodworth and Peterka (2012) . Specifically, the approach was to use the smallest possible number of parameters to describe the experimental data to increase confidence in the parameter values (Pintelon and Schoukens 2001) . Judgments about the quality of the various model fits were based on their MSE. It was found that the inclusion of K Ulu , G Ut , and Ut produced a very large improvement in the accuracy of the model as stance width progressed from narrow to wide, but the inclusion of K Llu and B Upu gave very little or no improvement. Thus the model used to characterize the contribution of feedback mechanisms in the remainder of the current study included the parameters listed in Table 1 with the exception of K Llu and B Upu , which were set to zero.
Parameter Constraints
All control parameters were allowed to vary across stance width and between EO and EC. Most control parameters were also allowed to vary across stimulus amplitude. The exceptions included time delays ( L and U ) and passive biomechanics (K Li , B Li , K Ui , and B Ui ), which were fixed across stimulus amplitude because experimental IRFs (Goodworth and Peterka 2010) showed no evidence for amplitude-dependent changes in the IRF time courses prior to the onset of corrective contributions from active mechanisms at L and U in the LB and UB, respectively. Also, the torque feedback time constants ( Lt and Ut ) were fixed across stimulus amplitude because experimental FRFs showed no evidence for an amplitude-dependent influence of the torque feedback mechanism, which affects gain and phase data at the lower frequencies (Fig. 6 in Goodworth and Peterka 2012) . These constraints were accomplished by simultaneously fitting across the three stimulus amplitudes separately at each stance width and each visual condition. The above constraints across stimulus amplitude increased confidence in parameter estimation by reducing the model's degrees of freedom and redundancy in parameter contributions to stimulus-dependent changes in experimental results (Pintelon and Schoukens, 2001 ).
Model-Predicted FRFs
Model-predicted FRFs were obtained by first calculating the Laplace domain expressions of U (s)/ S (s) and L (s)/ S (s), where s is the Laplace variable. These model-predicted FRFs included the mathematical expressions for both the mechanical system (defined by Eqs. A1-A4 in Goodworth and Peterka 2012 and Eqs. A1 and A2 in the Appendix of the current article) and the hypothesized feedback control mechanisms shown in Fig. 3 . The model-predicted LB and UB FRFs were obtained by substituting s ϭ j2f, where j is ͌Ϫ1 and f is frequency.
Statistics and Sensitivity Analysis
For each model parameter obtained from fits to individual subject FRFs in EC conditions, a separate repeated-measures ANOVA was performed. Statistical model effects included stimulus amplitude, stance width, and interaction effects between stance width and stimulus amplitude with P Ͻ 0.05 considered to be statistically significant.
A sensitivity analysis was performed on each of the feedback control parameters (obtained from fits to average FRF data) to characterize the sensitivity of the model-predicted UB and LB sway dynamics to variations in parameter values. Each parameter value was increased or decreased by 5%, and then, for each Ϯ5% adjusted parameter, an UB and LB model-predicted FRF was calculated. The squared-error difference at each frequency point between modelpredicted FRFs (calculated from Ϯ5% adjusted parameter values) and model-predicted FRFs (calculated using parameter values from fits to experimental data shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2 ) was determined for all test conditions. To summarize sensitivity results, we calculated an average MSE value by averaging the squared-error difference for both ϩ5% and Ϫ5% parameter variations across frequency points, and then averaging across stimulus amplitudes. Relatively larger average MSE values indicated greater model FRF sensitivity to a particular parameter in comparison to other parameter adjustments that showed smaller average MSE values.
RESULTS
Model-Predicted FRFs
Model-predicted FRFs were able to account for the detailed features of mean experimental LB and UB FRFs in both EC conditions ( Fig. 1 ) and EO conditions (Fig. 2 ). For example, for both EC and EO conditions, the narrow stance model accurately described the peaks in LB FRF gains at about 0.3 and 3 Hz, LB and UB phase leads below 0.15 Hz, the peak in LB phase at about 2.5 Hz, UB gain notch at about 1 Hz, and the LB and UB gain reductions with increasing stimulus amplitude below 1 Hz, as well as the amplitude-dependent UB phases in EO conditions between about 0.3 and 2 Hz. Similarly, the wide stance model accounted for the unique frequency-dependent LB and UB FRF curves including the minimal change in LB FRFs across stimulus amplitudes (EC and EO), the smooth decrease in LB phases at frequencies above 1 Hz (compared with the peak present at ϳ2.5 Hz in narrow stance), and the variable and amplitude-dependent UB EO phases and EC gains. Model fits based on individual subject data in EC conditions (data not shown) were similarly able to account for these experimental features. Table 2 lists all parameter values for fits to across-subject mean FRFs in EC and EO conditions at the three stimulus amplitudes at each of the four stance widths. These parameters are also plotted in Fig. 3 with the exception of the time delay and torque feedback time constant parameters. Table 3 lists all parameter values for fits to individual subject FRFs in the EC conditions. Figure 4 shows how each parameter (averaged across visual conditions and across stimulus amplitude with parameters values from fits to the mean FRFs) varied across stance width. Table 4 identifies the statistical significance of amplitude, stance width, and the interaction effect between amplitude and stance width on EC parameters.
Feedback Control Parameters
EC LB system parameters. The following discussion about EC parameters is accurate for both fits to mean FRF data and fits to individual subjects' FRF data. In the LB EC control system, parameters representing contributions of the passive mechanism (K Li and B Li ) were close to zero in all stance widths, indicating that passive mechanics made very little contribution to LB feedback control compared with active mechanisms (Fig. 3C) . Nevertheless, both parameters generally increased with increasing stance width (Table 2) , and these small increases were statistically significant.
For active LB mechanisms, the largest stiffness parameter contribution to LB active feedback control was from LB-to- . Block diagrams representing lower body (LB; A) and upper body (UB; B) feedback control mechanisms that generate corrective torques as a function of sensory signals encoding joint motion, segment orientation, or muscle torque (active torque, T Lact and T Uact ) or as a function of passive mechanics associated with muscle/tendon stretch (passive torque, T Lpas and T Upas ). In the block diagrams, physical segment kinematic variables are represented with thick solid black lines, sensory signals encoding segment kinematics or torques are represented as dashed lines, and joint torques are thin solid black lines. U is the UB angle, L is the LB angle, P is the pelvis angle, S is the surface angle, T U is UB torque, and T L is LB torque. The active mechanisms include a time delay and a set of neural control parameters that specify the transformation from sensory signals to corrective torque. Across all stimulus amplitudes and stance widths, the control parameters, identified from fits to the across-subject mean FRFs, are shown for EC LB control (C), EC UB control (D), EO LB control (E), and EO UB control (F). Plot symbols used in C and E are associated with sensory and mechanical signals defined in the block diagram of the LB control mechanism shown in A, and symbols used in D and F are defined in the block diagram of the UB control mechanism shown in B. Stiffness parameters generate torque in proportion to angular deviations, and damping parameters generate torque in proportion to angular velocity. surface proprioception (K Lsl ). Torque generated by this feedback tends to orient the LB perpendicular to the surface. The largest contributors to LB system damping were highly dependent on stance width. In narrow stance, the largest damping contributors were vestibular-related (B Ll ), which tends to move the LB upright in space, and UB-to-LB proprioception (B Llu ), which tends to move the LB opposite to the UB (representing a torque-facilitating counter-phase intersegmental motion). Both of these damping parameters showed large and statistically significant decreases with increasing stance width such that, at medium and wide stances, these parameters were considerably smaller in value than the LB-to-surface proprioception damping parameter (B Lsl ). The LB torque generated by the LB-to-surface proprioception damping (B Lsl ), which tends to resist movement of the LB away from alignment perpendicular to the surface, was unique in that it was the only active LB parameter to show an increase with stance width. Most other active LB parameters (K Lsl , B Ll , B Llu , G Lt , Lt , and dL ) showed a significant decrease with increasing stance width, and the vestibular-related parameter (K Ll ) showed no significant change with stance width (Table 4) .
In narrow, parallel, and medium stance, there was a monotonic increase in the vestibular-related parameter (K Ll ) and decrease in the LB-to-surface proprioception parameter (K Lsl ) with increasing stimulus amplitude. Correspondingly, stimulus amplitude had a statistically significant effect on both parameters, and there was a significant interaction effect between stance width and stimulus amplitude whereby stimulus amplitude had a larger impact on K Ll and K Lsl in narrower compared with wider stance widths. The reciprocal change in these two parameters with increasing amplitude could be considered to represent a sensory reweighting strategy that alters feedback control to adjust for increasing stimulus amplitude by shifting toward increased reliance on vestibular feedback and decreased reliance on surface-orienting proprioceptive feedback. The net effect of this sensory reweighting is to limit the amplitude of body sway evoked by the surface-tilt perturbation while providing sufficient net corrective torque to maintain stability Values are model parameters for EC and EO conditions from fits to across-subject mean frequency-response functions (FRFs) at 1°, 2°, and 4°peak-to-peak stimulus amplitudes for 4 different stance widths. *Parameters that were constrained to have equal values across the 3 peak-to-peak stimulus amplitudes for each stance width. All other parameters were free to vary across stimulus amplitude and stance width. (Peterka 2002) . However, no corresponding monotonic amplitude-dependent changes were evident in these two parameters or in other LB parameters in the wide stance condition, indicating that, in wide stance, a sensory reweighting strategy was not used to limit body sway caused by larger surface-tilt perturbations.
EC UB system parameters. In the UB control system (Fig.  3D ), passive stiffness (K Ui ) and damping (B Ui ) made modest contributions compared with active UB control mechanisms in narrow stance. The passive contributions significantly decreased as stance width increased (Table 4) .
For active UB mechanisms, the largest stiffness contribution to UB active feedback across all stance widths was from UB-to-pelvis proprioception (K Upu ). Torque generated by this feedback tends to orient the UB perpendicular to the pelvis. Values (means Ϯ SD) are model parameters for the EC condition from fits to individual subject FRFs at 1°, 2°, and 4°peak-to-peak stimulus amplitudes for 4 different stance widths. *Parameters that were constrained to have equal values across the 3 peak-to-peak stimulus amplitudes for each stance width. All other parameters were free to vary across stimulus amplitude and stance width. Table 1 for parameter definitions.
The largest UB damping came from the vestibular parameter (B Uu ), which tends to resist movement of the UB away from upright. The negative value of the damping parameter (B Ulu ) produced UB torque that tends to move the body segments in counter-phase motion. All UB parameters were significantly influenced by stance width: K Ulu , B Uu , and G Ut significantly increased with increasing stance width, whereas the remaining UB parameters significantly decreased. Stimulus amplitude had a significant effect on only two UB parameters: the vestibular parameter B Uu and the LB-to-UB proprioception parameter B Ulu . However, this statistical result appeared to be strongly influenced by the amplitude dependency that occurred mainly in the wide stance condition, whereas at other stance widths, these two parameters showed very little change with amplitude ( Fig. 3D and Table 3) . Similarly, for UB-to-pelvis proprioception (K Upu ), LB-to-UB proprioception (K Ulu ), and torque feedback (G Ut ), the statistical results showing no overall amplitude trend appear to be due to there being an opposite amplitude trend in the wide stance condition compared with the other stance widths. Specifically, both UB-to-pelvis proprioception (K Upu ) and LB-to-UB proprioception (K Ulu ) showed consistent decreases with increasing amplitude at narrow, parallel, and medium stances and showed the opposite amplitude trend at the widest stance. Torque feedback (G Ut ) decreased with amplitude in narrow and parallel stances, showed little change in medium stance, and increased with amplitude in wide stance. These complex interactions between stance width and stimulus amplitude are identified by the significant interaction between amplitude and stance width detected in the statistical analysis (Table 4) for parameters K Upu , K Ulu , B Uu , B Ulu , and G Ut .
EO LB system parameters. The EO LB control system parameters ( Fig. 3E) were similar to those in EC LB control. Specifically, the contribution of the passive mechanism was nearly zero, and the patterns of changes in active stiffness parameters across amplitude and stance width were similar to EC results. Similar to EC conditions, there were clear monotonic variations with increasing stimulus amplitude in EO LB stiffness parameters: the visual ϩ vestibular parameter (K Ll ) increased and the surface-to-LB proprioception parameter (K Lsl ) decreased in narrow and parallel stance. As in the EC condition, the variation in these two parameters was reciprocal and thus could be considered to represent a sensory reweighting strategy for adjustment to changes in surface tilt amplitude.
EO UB system parameters. EO UB parameters ( Fig. 3F and Table 2 ) showed similar patterns of amplitude-dependent and stance width-dependent changes as EC UB parameters. As in EC, the passive stiffness (K Ui ) and damping (B Ui ) made a modest contribution compared with UB active mechanisms. The largest contribution to UB stiffness came from the UB-topelvis proprioception parameter (K Upu ), and the largest contribution to damping came from the visual ϩ vestibular parameter (B Uu ). The pattern of parameter variations across stimulus amplitude was highly dependent on stance width. In EO narrow, parallel, and medium stance, there were small monotonic decreases with increasing stimulus amplitude in pelvisto-UB and LB-to-UB proprioception (K Upu and K Ulu , respectively), but in wide stance these parameters increased as stimulus amplitude increased. UB damping parameters showed little or no amplitude-dependent changes except in the wide stance condition, where the visual ϩ vestibular parameter (B Uu ) increased and the LB-to-UB proprioception parameter (B Ulu ) decreased with increasing amplitude.
Parameter variation with stance width. To more clearly visualize stance width-related changes in parameters, average parameter values from fits to the mean FRFs across EC and EO conditions and across stimulus amplitudes were plotted in Fig.  4 . For almost all parameters, the patterns of change across stance width were similar for both EC and EO conditions, and therefore, averaging across visual conditions did not distort the trends seen in EC and EO results. The single exception was the stiffness parameter K Ll representing the vestibular (EC) or visual ϩ vestibular (EO) contribution to LB control. With EC, K Ll showed no significant variation with stance width (Table 4 and Fig. 3C ), whereas with EO, K Ll tended to decrease with increasing stance width (Fig. 3E) .
For LB control, most kinematic and kinetic sensory feedback parameters showed large decreases with increasing stance width, consistent with less overall LB torque being generated per unit of LB sway angle or angular velocity at wider stance widths. For UB control, most kinematic parameters showed only small changes with stance width, with some parameters increasing and others decreasing in value. The major exception was an increase in the LB-to-UB proprioceptive stiffness parameter (K Ulu ) that increased with stance width. Larger values of this stiffness parameter indicate an increase in the UB torque that moves the UB into alignment with the LB. The UB kinetic torque feedback parameter G Ut also increased with stance width. UB torque generated by this kinetic feedback pathway mainly influences UB sway at lower frequencies to move the UB toward a vertical orientation. Amplitude and stance width interaction
*Parameters whose values were constrained to be equal across the 3 stimulus amplitudes in each stance width. These constrained parameters will, by definition, show no statistical effects of amplitude or interaction between amplitude and stance width. 1Significant upward trend with increasing amplitude or stance width. 2Significant downward trend with increasing amplitude or stance width. †Significant interaction effect between amplitude and stance width. Figure 5 shows the difference between sensory feedback parameters from EO vs. EC conditions as a function of stance width. For LB parameters (Fig. 5, left) , notable quantitative differences include 1) the vision ϩ vestibular stiffness parameter (K Ll ) was larger in EO, especially in the two narrowest stance widths; 2) the LB-to-surface proprioception stiffness parameter (K Lsl ) was smaller in EO, especially at narrow and parallel stance widths; 3) the visual ϩ vestibular damping parameter (B Ll ) was larger in EO; and 4) the LB-tosurface proprioception parameter (B Lsl ) was slightly smaller in EO. Taken together, LB parameters representing the sense of orientation with respect to vertical (where visual as well as vestibular information could contribute) were larger in EO, whereas parameters representing the proprioceptive sense of LB to surface were lower in EO (especially at the 2 narrowest stance widths). Because the visual ϩ vestibular parameter (K Ll ) values were larger and surface-to-LB proprioception (K Lsl ) values were smaller in EO compared with EC at all corresponding stimulus amplitudes, the corrective torque generated in relation to these parameters will result in a reduced amplitude of tilt-evoked LB sway in EO vs. EC conditions. Qualitatively, the larger visual ϩ vestibular (K Ll ) values in EO vs. EC conditions represent a greater utilization of sensory orientation information signaling LB movement with respect to earth vertical. With EO, both visual and vestibular systems can contribute to an internal estimate of LB deviation from an upright orientation, whereas with EC, only the vestibular system can contribute.
Parameter changes associated with visual conditions.
Most UB active parameters showed EO vs. EC differences that varied across stance width (Fig. 5, right) . However, one parameter, K Uu , representing the combined visual ϩ vestibular contribution to UB stiffness, was larger in EO than in EC conditions across all stance widths. Because UB torque generated in proportion to K Uu moves the UB toward earth vertical, the larger K Uu values in EO compared with EC are consistent with vision enhancing the ability of the balance control system to maintain upright orientation of the UB during surface-tilt perturbations. Figure 6A summarizes the sensitivity analysis in EC conditions. These EC results were similar to EO results (not shown). This sensitivity analysis reveals that changes in many parameters influenced both UB and LB FRFs. This finding underscores the interdependency of the control of UB and LB segments such that parameter changes in the control of one segment influence sway dynamics in the other segment.
Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis shows that FRFs were more sensitive to changes in LB parameters than in UB parameters. In particular, FRFs were noticeably influenced by changes in six LB feedback parameters (K Lsl , B Lsl , K Ll , B Ll , B Llu , and L ), whereas FRFs were influenced less by changes in UB feedback parameters (largest changes with K Upu , B Ul , and B Ulu ). These results suggest that the nervous system would need to more tightly regulate torque contributions from sensory signals encoding LB motion than from signals encoding UB motion.
The sensitivity analysis also revealed a frequency dependency in the manner in which parameter variations influenced FRFs. Figure 6B shows representative examples of MSE vs. frequency for changes in LB-to-surface proprioception parameters (K Lsl and B Lsl ). Similar to results shown for K Lsl , stiffness parameters in general influenced the lower frequencies (Ͻ1 Hz) to a greater extent than higher frequencies (Ͼ2 Hz). In contrast, the frequency range influenced by damping and time delay parameters was generally higher than for stiffness parameters. Because the experimental data showed amplitude-and vision-dependent changes primarily at lower frequencies (less than ϳ1 Hz in the LB and less than ϳ1-2 Hz in the UB) with almost no changes at higher frequencies (Ͼ2-3 Hz), our sensitivity analysis is consistent with the need for the balance control system to modulate primarily stiffness feedback to achieve the experimentally observed changes in FRFs across stimulus amplitude and between EO and EC conditions.
DISCUSSION
The current study extends the results of two previous studies that used the same set of experimental data (Goodworth and Peterka 2010, 2012) . In our 2010 study we characterized frontal plane sway responses to surface-tilt perturbations of various amplitudes at each of four stance widths by using FRFs, IRFs, and measures of sway magnitude. These response characterizations provided detailed descriptive measures of balance control dynamics, but they only allowed for speculative assessments concerning how the balance control system used feedback from sensory systems to achieve the observed behavior. Our 2012 study developed a control system model that was able to account for the detailed FRFs and IRFs from the narrow stance condition and thus provided quantitative estimates of feedback parameters that were attributable to different sensory systems. The current study extends the previous narrow stance model to account for the experimental results from all stimulus amplitudes, stance widths, and visual conditions. The end product of our current study is a model structure, with associated parameters, that represents a working hypothesis regarding the mechanisms that contribute to the feedback control of frontal plane balance. The model represents the feedback control as a set of pathways associated with motion information encoded by different sensory systems as well as feedback due to passive muscle/tendon mechanics.
The parameter variations that occurred across test conditions revealed how the feedback was reorganized to accommodate the different test conditions. Multiple parameter changes were needed to account for the variations in experimental FRFs across stimulus amplitude (Fig. 3 and Table 4 ) and stance width (Fig. 4 and Table 4 ) and between EO and EC conditions (Figs. 3 and 5) . The entire set of parameter variations highlights the complexity of the coordinated changes that occur in the balance control system to accommodate changes in biomechanics, external perturbations, and availability of sensory orientation information.
Model Extensions Needed to Account for Wider Stance Data
In developing the previous narrow stance model, we sought to include the fewest number of parameters consistent with the model's ability to account for the detailed features of the narrow stance FRFs (Goodworth and Peterka 2012) . We found it unnecessary to include a number of potential sensory feedback parameters because these parameters did not improve the model fits to the experimental FRF data. Specifically, we found it unnecessary to include torque feedback in UB control as well as UB parameters K Ulu and B Upu . Also, the LB stiffness parameter K Llu was not included because it did not improve FRF fits to the narrow stance data.
However, we found that this narrow stance model was unable to account for the FRF data at wider stance widths. Therefore, following the methods we used to identify parameters needed in the narrow stance model, we added additional parameters to the original narrow stance model by systematically identifying and adding only those new parameters that improved the model fits to experimental FRFs at wider stance widths. We found that it was only necessary to add parameters to the UB control system. These included torque feedback parameters (G Ut and Ut ) and an intersegmental proprioceptive stiffness parameter (K Ulu ). Similar to the narrow stance model, the inclusion of K Llu and B Upu did not improve model accuracy in the current study. A concern was how consistent our narrow stance model was when additional parameters were included. A consistent result would be that parameter values identified in our previous narrow stance analysis (with fewer model parameters) would be essentially the same as the corresponding parameter values identified with the new model (with added parameters). Results of the current study for the narrow stance condition confirmed that our model was consistent with the addition of the parameters needed for the wider stance conditions. When the narrow stance FRFs were fit with the model with added parameters, the identified values of the added parameters converged to small values (see G Ut and K Ulu in Fig. 3, D and F, and Fig. 4) . Additionally, for corresponding parameters in the previous and new models, the parameter values and the changes in these parameters across stimulus amplitudes were essentially identical to the previous results (Figs. 3B and 4B in Goodworth and Peterka 2012) . Therefore, these results support our previous finding that position-based feedback of LB-to-UB proprioception and kinetic-based feedback makes only a minor contribution to UB control in narrow stance.
Control System Changes to Accommodate Wider Stance Widths
A major focus was to understand how the balance control system changes to maintain balance control at different stance widths. A common intuition is that "standing is sometimes made easier by adopting a wider stance" (Day et al. 1993 ) and that wide stance affords greater "ease of control" (Scrivens et al. 2008) . Clearly, it is true that wider stance allows for the generation of larger corrective torques to resist large perturbations and for the body CoM to be displaced farther before moving outside of the base of support. However, for a mechanically unstable system controlled by time-delayed feedback, stability (in the control engineering sense) relies on the generation of the proper amount of corrective torque per unit of body motion. Instability can occur if the nervous system generates either too much or too little corrective torque in relation to body sway (Bingham et al. 2011; Peterka and Loughlin 2004) .
For the control of frontal plane balance of a mechanical system representing the lower body, Bingham et al. (2011) identified stability criteria for feedback control parameters that were somewhat counterintuitive to the notion that wider stances afford greater "ease of control" if one assumes that "ease of control" implies that a wider range of feedback control parameters are compatible with stable control. Specifically, the Bingham study found that the ranges of stiffness and damping feedback control parameters compatible with stability were actually reduced at wider stance widths. Therefore, compared with narrower stance widths, at wider stance widths there is less room for error in the control mechanisms that set and regulate LB feedback. The magnitude of these feedback parameters was also lower for wider compared with narrower stances. The results of the Bingham study were obtained with the use of a one-degree of freedom body model that assumed that the UB moved with the pelvis. Because of this fairly unrealistic assumption, the possibility exists that different conclusions might be reached if one included separate LB and UB control, and thus included the possibility that LB motion could be influenced by UB motion through the torque interactions between body segments. Additionally, the Bingham model only included time-delayed feedback. One would expect the range of feedback control parameters compatible with stability would be larger if a significant amount of the corrective torque were provided by passive muscle/tendon mechanics that generate torque without time delay.
However, results from our identification of LB feedback control mechanisms are entirely consistent with the analysis of Bingham et al. (2011) . First, our modeling results showed that parameters representing the torque contributions of muscle/ tendon mechanics (K Li and B Li ) were very small across all conditions compared with parameters representing active sensory feedback control. Therefore, the Bingham study's assumption that corrective torque is supplied by time-delayed feedback is consistent with our results.
Second, wider stances appear to be associated with lower values of LB feedback parameters such that less LB torque would be generated per unit of LB sway at wider stances compared with narrow stances. In EC conditions, most LB feedback parameters showed quite large decreases with increasing stance width (Table 4 and Fig. 3C ), and these decreases were statistically significant. Although statistical results were not available for EO conditions, similar decreases in LB stiffness, damping, and torque feedback parameters were evident at increasing stance widths (Fig. 3E) . The results are consistent with previous studies showing reductions in muscle activity with increasing stance width when healthy subjects respond to transient surface perturbations (Henry et al. 1998; Torres-Oviedo and Ting 2010) .
In addition, our results suggest that the nervous system tightly regulates the values of active feedback control parameters in the wide stance condition. In wide stance, parameters were essentially the same for both EC and EO, and these parameters did not change in value with changing stimulus amplitudes. This inflexibility to changing amplitude and visual conditions in the wide stance condition (and also to a slightly lesser extent in medium stance) may be due to there being only a very narrow range of LB feedback parameters that are compatible with stability, as indicated by the Bingham study analysis.
Third, having independent UB control did not negate the apparent validity of the Bingham study analysis as it applies to LB control. All UB stiffness, damping, and torque feedback control parameters did change as a function of stance width (Table 4) , and some of the largest UB parameter changes across stimulus amplitude occurred in the widest stance position (Fig. 3, D and F) . Perhaps the nervous system allows large UB parameter changes with amplitude at wide stance to provide some compensation for the increasing perturbations to the UB (caused by torque interactions between body segments) in conditions where LB control mechanisms are not able to adjust to changing stimulus amplitudes.
Note that although the changes in LB stiffness and damping parameters with stance width indicate that there were neurally mediated changes in the active LB control mechanism, a change in a particular LB parameter does not specify the exact method the nervous system used to achieve the observed change in LB control (see Appendix of Goodworth and Peterka 2012 for a detailed discussion). Specifically, our LB modeling assumed that LB feedback torque was equally distributed between ankle and hip joints. However, the distribution of LB torque can have a large impact on the coupling between LB torque and LB acceleration. For example, in parallel stance (where the LB forms a parallelogram), a given torque applied about an ankle joint or a hip joint would be equally effective in accelerating the LB. However, in stances narrower than parallel, a given torque applied about an ankle joint is more effective in accelerating the LB than if the same torque were applied about a hip joint; and in stance widths greater than parallel, the opposite occurs where a given hip torque is more effective than the same magnitude of ankle torque. This mechanical coupling may explain the quiet stance results by Winter et al. (1996) , which indicated that ankle torque dominates tandem stance control, whereas hip torque is more dominate at wider stances. Therefore, the LB stiffness and damping parameter values cannot be interpreted as indicating the absolute value of total LB torque generated because, for example, in wide stance, the same LB motion could be produced with a lower magnitude of total LB torque if all of that torque were applied to the hip joints. Note that parameter values for LB torque feedback are unaffected by the distribution of LB torque. Therefore, the reduction in LB torque feedback (G Lt ) with increasing stance width does unambiguously imply that subjects use LB kinetic cues to a lesser extent with increasing stance width.
Sensory Reweighting
Results from the current study showed some evidence for the contribution of sensory reweighting to frontal plane balance control with changing stimulus amplitude. However, the identified parameter changes with amplitude and stance width revealed a more complex pattern of sensorimotor regulation than has been described in most previous studies that have focused on the motion of the CoM (Cenciarini and Peterka 2006; Kiemel et al. 2006; Peterka 2002) . The evidence for this more complex sensorimotor regulation is indicated by several observations of our results compared with previous studies as discussed below.
Previous studies have shown that sway responses to surface or visual tilt stimuli plateau at larger stimulus amplitudes (Goodworth and Peterka 2010; Peterka 2002; Peterka et al. 2011) . With this pattern of stimulus-response data, FRFs showed the lowest FRF gains on tests performed with the largest stimulus amplitude (Cenciarini and Peterka 2006; Goodworth and Peterka 2010; Kiemel et al. 2006; Maurer et al. 2006; Mergner et al. 2005; Oie et al. 2002; Peterka 2002; Peterka et al. 2011) . These FRF gain reductions with increasing stimulus amplitude have been interpreted as being indicative of a sensory reweighting phenomenon whereby the source of sensory orientation information used for balance control shifts from one sensory system to another. For example, with a surface-tilt stimulus the FRF gains will be high if the test subject is primarily utilizing proprioceptive cues that signal body sway relative to the surface. Alternatively, if the subject is primarily utilizing vestibular or visual cues that provide accurate information about body motion relative to spatial vertical, then the body sway evoked by the surface-tilt stimulus will be low and the FRF gains will be low.
In the current study, evidence for sensory reweighting with changing stimulus amplitude was present in LB active control mechanisms but not in UB control. The primary LB feedback parameter changes consistent with sensory reweighting were the increase in the vestibular or visual ϩ vestibular stiffness parameter K Ll with increasing stimulus amplitude accompanied by a simultaneous decrease in the proprioception stiffness parameter K Lsl signaling LB orientation with respect to the surface (most evident in narrow, parallel, and medium stances). There were some apparent amplitude-dependent changes in UB parameters, although the statistical interpretation of amplitudedependent changes was complicated by a significant interaction of amplitude with stance width (Table 4) . Considering the narrower stance width conditions, the UB stiffness parameters encoding pelvis-to-UB (K Upu ) and LB-to-UB proprioception (K Ulu ) decreased with increasing stimulus amplitude in both EC and EO conditions. However, unlike LB control, there was no increase in another UB stiffness parameter to substitute for the decreases in these proprioceptive stiffness parameters (K Upu and K Ulu ).
Our results imply that the nervous system can independently regulate the contributions of position and velocity feedback to achieve balance control, consistent with other studies in motor control (Hwang et al. 2003) . Models used in many previous studies assumed that sensory weights scaled the sensory system contributions to corrective torque generation (Cenciarini and Peterka 2006; Peterka 2002; van der Kooij and Peterka 2011) . This assumption effectively meant that the nervous system changes stiffness (position related) and damping (velocity related) contributions to corrective torque in equal proportion. Simpler models using sensory weights were able to account for experimental FRFs characterizing CoM motion up to about 1.5 Hz. However, to account for both LB and UB motion obtained from experiments evoking body motion across a wider bandwidth, we found it necessary to abandon the previous concept of using a single sensory weight factor to scale both the position-and velocity-related contributions. Rather, our model included separate representations of stiffness and damping feedback, and these parameters were allowed to vary independently to account for experimental results. When this was done, results in EC conditions showed that LB sensory reweighting was mostly determined by amplitude-dependent changes in stiffness parameters with essentially no corresponding changes in damping parameters. The sensitivity analysis also showed that changes in stiffness parameters (and LB parameters in general) had the most influence on sway. Together, these results are consistent with the idea that the nervous system modulates parameters that have the largest effect to reach its goal. In EO conditions, results did show corresponding amplitude-dependent changes in both stiffness and damping parameters (K Ll and B Ll increasing, and K Lsl and B Lsl decreasing with increasing amplitude), although the changes were such that a single weight factor could not account for the observed changes in these pairs of stiffness and damping parameters.
For LB control, subjects used sensory reweighting across stimulus amplitude most at narrow and parallel stance widths. Reweighting diminished with increasing stance width to the point where no LB reweighting occurred in the wide stance condition. In narrower stance conditions, reweighting limits the body sway evoked by larger amplitude surface-tilt perturbations and thus facilitates the functionally important task of keeping the CoM within the base of support. The larger base of support at wider stances diminishes the functional need to limit sway evoked by perturbations and possibly explains the observed absence of reweighting. For example, the CoM would need to tilt about 7°to reach the edge of the base of support in narrow stance and about 15°in wide stance. However, as described in the previous section, the absence of reweighting could also be necessitated by constraints on the range of feedback parameters that are compatible with stable LB control in wide stance.
Sensory reweighting in LB control also influenced UB motion. In EC conditions, especially at narrow and parallel stance widths, UB FRFs showed amplitude-dependent gain reductions without UB FRF phase changes. Previously, this pattern of FRF changes with amplitude has been attributed to changes in balance control parameters consistent with sensory reweighting (Peterka 2002 (Peterka , 2003 . However, our results showed that most UB stiffness and damping parameters did not change with amplitude and those that did (mainly K Upu and weakly K Ulu ) did not change in a manner indicative of sensory reweighting. The major contribution to the UB FRF gain reductions with increasing amplitude was the sensory reweighting changes in LB control. That is, the sensory reweighting in LB control limited the amplitude of LB motion in response to larger amplitude stimuli, and therefore limited that magnitude of intersegmental interaction torques that perturb the UB. Thus the reduction of UB FRF gains at larger stimulus amplitudes was not due to sensory reweighting in UB control, but rather was primarily due to amplitude-dependent changes in LB control.
Sensory reweighting also occurred when subjects were given access to accurate visual orientation cues in EO tests. These vision-related reweighting changes were complex in that they depended on stance width. For LB control in the narrower stance conditions, the visual reweighting was represented by an increase in vestibular ϩ visual parameter (K Ll ) and a corresponding decrease in surface-to-LB proprioception (K Lsl ). These changes account for the reduced FRF gains in EO compared with EC conditions. The visual ϩ vestibular damping parameter B Ll also increased in EO compared with EC (where B Ll represented only the vestibular contribution). However, in the wide stance condition, LB control parameters were essentially identical in EO and EC conditions, indicating that access to accurate visual orientation cues had no influence on LB balance control at wide stance. This evidence for lack of a visual contribution to balance at wide stance is consistent with previous observations that the magnitude of frontal plane spontaneous sway was not influenced by vision (Day et al. 1993; Goodworth and Peterka 2010) .
Clinical and Research Implications
Our results have both clinical and research design implications. It is common to allow participants to adopt a comfortable stance width in tests of balance function. However, to the extent that comfortable stance width varies between subjects and with age (McIlroy and Maki 1997; Swanenburg et al. 2010 ) and neurological impairment (Horak et al. 2005) , our results indicate that experimenters should expect that balance measures related to the frontal plane sway will be significantly influenced by the neural control properties and biomechanics that vary with stance width.
Our results also imply that therapists should consider providing feedback and exercises that are specific for a particular stance width and balance disorder. For example, because vision had only a minor influence on parameters in wide stance width, patients may be instructed to adopt a wider stance in situations where vision is limited. Similarly, exercises designed to initiate or evaluate sensory reweighting will likely be most effective at narrower stances. In contrast, exercises designed to modify the contribution of sensory feedback to UB control may be more beneficial at wide stances, because the UB control system exhibited large changes across stimulus amplitude in wide stance. Finally, because LB stiffness parameters were generally modulated to a greater extent than damping parameters and postural dynamics were most sensitive to changes in LB stiffness parameters, it may be most beneficial for clinicians to target therapy toward modulation of position-related kinematic feedback for LB control. For example, biofeedback based on body sway position may be more effective than feedback based on sway velocity (Goodworth et al. 2009 ).
Considerations for Model-Based Interpretation of Frontal Plane Balance
Knee flexion. To avoid provoking a knee flexion/extension strategy that would greatly increase the complexity of modeling efforts, we purposely limited the magnitude of our surfacetilt stimuli to fairly low values (4°peak-to-peak maximum amplitude). The limited amplitudes we used are behaviorally relevant. Humans normally stand with a predominantly extended posture in both legs, and the legs remain extended while frontal plane balance corrections are made via corrective torques generated in ankle and hip joints (Winter et al. 1996) . Furthermore, the use of experimental conditions that minimized subjects' use of knee flexion allowed us to compare our model results with the theoretical predictions developed by Bingham et al. (2011) .
However, larger stimulus amplitudes that evoke a flexion/ extension strategy are also behaviorally relevant. With larger surface rotations, the overall CoM displacement caused by a mediolateral perturbation is less if the subject flexes the uphill leg (Küng et al. 2009 ). Without leg flexion, the pelvis orientation is strictly a function of stance width, lower body sway angle, and the tilt angle of the support surface. Leg flexion allows for the mechanical decoupling of the otherwise fixed functional relationship of pelvis orientation to stance width, lower body sway angle, and the surface tilt angle, but then also introduces the need to control the knee flexion angle. One could hypothesize that the decoupling of pelvis orientation would be advantageous for the control of UB orientation. In particular, our results identified a sizable contribution to UB corrective torque from passive mechanisms that tend to orient the UB perpendicular to the pelvis. By using leg flexion, it would be possible to control pelvis orientation such that the pelvis remained oriented in an approximate earth horizontal position independent of lower body sway and surface tilt. In this case, the passive mechanical contributions to upper body torque would help maintain a vertical orientation of the trunk.
Neural coordinate transformations. We assumed that the nervous system is able to process information from peripheral sensory receptors to obtain accurate internal sensory-derived representations for the various body segment angles (and angular velocities), joint angles (and angular velocities), and torques listed in Table 1 . Information from vestibular receptors was assumed to contribute to the sensory signals representing L and U (and their derivatives). We implicitly assumed that peripheral vestibular signals from the semicircular canals and otolith organs are processed centrally via a canal-otolith fusion mechanism (Angelaki et al. 1999; Merfeld and Zupan 2003; Mergner et al. 2009 ) that provides an accurate, wide-bandwidth representation of head angular velocity in the vertical plane (i.e., compensates for the high-pass filter properties of the semicircular canals) and an estimate of the tilt orientation of the head with respect to gravity. In our model, we further assumed that these vestibular-derived signals of head angular velocity and orientation would be further combined with proprioceptive information, signaling head with respect to trunk and with respect to lower body motion and orientation, to obtain vestibular-derived signals representing L and U . A linear head acceleration signal of otolith origin was not separately represented in our model because our implicit assumption about canal-otolith fusion effectively accounted for the tangential and gravity-related acceleration information encoded by the otoliths during rotational head and body motions.
Model limitations. The method we used to identify model parameters was limited in that we were unable to identify parameters compatible with stable control when fitting EO FRFs from some individual subjects in wider stance conditions even though stable fits to the across-subject average EO FRFs were obtainable. We do not know with certainty why we were unable to fit EO FRF data from some individuals and not others. Difficulty in fitting FRF data at wider stances could arise from a combination of factors including the narrow range of parameters compatible with stability (Bingham et al. 2011) and the fact that our fit criterion, based on the frequency domain comparisons of model and FRF data, does not guarantee stability. Without augmenting our fit criteria to include some constraint to enforce stability, the methods we used to identify model parameters may be close to an upper limit such that it will not be possible to use these methods to identify parameters in body models that include additional segments (e.g., head and neck segments or multiple spinal segments).
Alternatively, it may be that our model structure is overly simplified or is fundamentally wrong such that no set of parameter values could provide a good fit to the FRF data from some individuals and also be compatible with stability. An example of simplification is that the upper body was represented as a single segment. However, spinal motion is more distributed, and head-on-trunk motion was not represented in our model. Additionally, we only considered that control was provided by passive muscle/tendon properties and by time-delayed feedback. Alternative models might include ones with predictive control or intermittent control with prediction that reduce the sensitivity to time delays in feedback control (Gawthrop et al. 2009 (Gawthrop et al. , 2011 . Indeed, balance control in the wide stance condition may provide a good test case for identifying the necessity of prediction contributing to frontal plane balance control because conventional continuous, time-delayed feedback control affords only marginal stability.
APPENDIX
The model in the current study approximated body mechanics by using a multisegment model. Unlike single-segment mechanics, where motion can be represented with relatively few terms (e.g., Peterka 2003) , multisegmental mechanics in the frontal plane are far more complex. A previous publication (Goodworth and Peterka 2012) described the methods we used to derive the linearized equations of motion representing the body mechanics. This Appendix provides an overview of these equations, expressed in the Laplace domain, and describes how equations representing feedback control mechanisms hypothesized in our model were combined with the body mechanics equations to calculate FRFs that characterize the dynamics of LB and UB motion as a function of the surface-tilt stimulus.
The closed-chain mechanics of the LB (2 leg segments and a pelvis segment) and the stance surface were represented as an equivalent single LB segment. The equation of motion for this LB segment is
where s is the Laplace variable, L (s)and U (s) are the Laplace domain representations of the LB and UB segment angles with respect to vertical, respectively, S (s)is the angular tilt of the surface with respect to horizontal, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. The LB corrective torque, T L (s), is generated by passive and active feedback mechanisms and is assumed to be applied to the LB segment about an equivalent LB ankle joint located at the surface level. The LB single-segment representation of the closed-chain mechanics accounts for the fact that LB mechanics vary as a function of stance width and also that the effectiveness of T L in moving the LB depends on whether the actual LB corrective torque was generated at the hip joints or ankle joints. Formulation of this single-segment representation required that the inertial (J) and gravitational parameters (A) in Eq. A1 have different values at different stance widths. More specifically, these parameters varied as a function of the ratio of stance width, S, to hip width, W. The values of the inertial and gravitational parameters in Eq. A1 as a function of S/W are given in Fig. A1D in Goodworth and Peterka (2012) for the mean body mass and segment dimensions of subjects included in this study.
Additionally, the effectiveness of T L in evoking frontal plane motion is a function of both S/W and the distribution of the total corrective torque (the sum of torques exerted about the 2 ankle joints and the 2 hip joints) between ankle and hip joints. For stance widths wider than parallel stance, hip torque is more effective than ankle torque in accelerating the LB. The opposite is true for stance widths narrower than parallel. The parameter R in Eq. A1 scales the value of T L to account for the influence of stance width and torque distribution (see Eq. A3 and Fig. A1F in Goodworth and Peterka, 2012) .
The equation of motion for the UB segment is
where T U (s) is the Laplace domain representation of the UB torque that is generated by both passive and active feedback mechanisms. The parameters in Eq. A2 are independent of stance width and are given in Fig. A1E in Goodworth and Peterka (2012) for the mean body mass and segment dimensions of subjects included in this study. Passive and active feedback mechanisms (Fig. 3 , A and C) contribute to T L and T U . The passive contributions are given by
and T Upas (s) ϭ K Ui · ͓ P (s) Ϫ U (s) ͔ ϩ B Ui · s · ͓ P (s) Ϫ U (s) ͔ (A4)
The pelvis angle P in Eq. A4 is itself a function of S (s) and L (s) (see Eq. A4 in Goodworth and Peterka 2012) such that T Upas is given by
where P R is a scale factor that characterizes how the pelvis angle changes as a function of the surface angle and LB sway angle. The value of P R varies with S/W (Fig. A1C in Goodworth and Peterka 2012).
The equations for the active feedback control contributions to T Lact (s) and T Uact (s) were formulated similarly to the passive components but were more complex due to there being time delay terms, a greater number of kinematic sensory feedback pathways, and kinetic sensory feedback. The equation for LB torque generated by sensory feedback is given by (A6) and that for the active UB torque is
Note that the T Uact Eq. A7 includes the pelvis angle P . As in the calculation for T Upas , P is a function of L and S and can be replaced by P (s) ϭ P R S (s) ϩ (1 Ϫ P R ) L (s).
The FRFs describing the dynamic characteristics of LB and UB sway evoked by the surface-tilt stimulus can be determined by using the above set of equations (A1-A3, A5-A7) to calculate the ratios L (s)/ S (s) and U (s)/ S (s) and then substituting s ϭ j2f, where j is the imaginary number ͌Ϫ1 and f is the stimulus frequency (in Hz). This substitution results in FRFs expressed as a set of complex (real and imaginary) values as a function of frequency. FRF gain and phase values then can be calculated from the real and imaginary parts of the FRFs at each frequency of interest, such as those corresponding to the experimental data.
We note that it would be possible, but not practical, to solve these equations by hand to obtain closed-form FRF equations for L (s)/ S (s) and U (s)/ S (s). Therefore, the Matlab Symbolic Math Toolbox was used to obtain the closed-form equations, and these symbolic equations were used in the optimization procedures used to identify the various feedback and timedelay parameter values that best accounted for the experimental FRF data.
Equations describing very simple balance control models that represent the body as a single segment can provide some insight into how balance control is accomplished and into constraints on control parameters (Peterka 2003) . However, the closed-form equations for the model in the current study provided us with no particular insights beyond the general appreciation for the complexity of a multisegmental system.
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